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Salmon:

The Summer Superfood
The CEO Magazine talks to the men of the kitchen
about salmon, what spices up their summer flavours,
and exciting new endeavours set for 2012.

I

t’s a well-known fact that salmon is a superfood.
It’s high in omega-3 fatty acids, a type of fat that
decreases the risk of heart disease. This fish is also
a prime source of protein and contains A and B
vitamins. It gives you heart-healthy benefits, joint health,
and proper functioning of the brain and nervous system.

A quick fish dish that is tasty and
effective? ‘One-pot wonder’ called squid
adobo. Simply sauté onion and garlic until
translucent. Then add chopped tomatoes and
cook until it forms a sauce. Add bay leaf, soy
sauce and cane vinegar in a pot and simmer for
15 minutes ( just enough time to steam off rice).
Then add squid and cook for a further five
minutes, and you have a homecooked Filipino
dish. I like to pan fry sardines until they’re
crispy to have as a little treat with this dish.
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What are your greatest influences as a
chef? Growing up, I learnt a lot about cooking
by just watching my mum and grandma. I
remember as a kid being captured by the
aromas that would come out of the kitchen.
Today, it is not much different; I continue to
watch people cook through my travels or from
people I meet.
What is your favourite fish dish? Panseared snapper, sautéed mixed mushrooms, dill
yoghurt, and baby leaf salad.
Pan fry the snapper slowly with the skin side
down until it is golden brown. Sautée the
mushrooms, and finish by deglazing the pan
with white wine. Last, mix the dill and lemon in
the yogurt for a refreshing finish to the dish.
This recipe is featured in my new online
cookbook (www.thebrasserie.com.au).
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You are said to be passionate about
creating dishes with local ingredients,
and have a seasonal approach to your
cooking. How do you ensure you do this
well? People in South Australia are very lucky.
We have an abundance of ingredients to choose
from, and all are within arm’s reach. We enjoy
a range of produce: seafood, fruit and veg, and
meat. Arguably, some of Australia’s finest
comes from South Australia.
The Brasserie restaurant is entirely produce
driven. Through our cooking style, it certainly
reflects that with a minimalist approach.

Dennis’s salmon recipe
Coconu t poaching liquid wi th salmon

1. Make a paste with shallots, garlic,
galangal, green scud chillies, lemongrass,
lime leaves and coriander roots.
2. Fry it off until it is fragrant, add coconut
milk, reduce by half slowly, and season
with fish sauce and palm sugar.
3. Add mussels.
4. Poach salmon in the coconut broth until
medium–rare.
5. Serve with coconut and panda leaf rice.
Delicious!
Served with a San Miguel beer would be the
best choice, closely followed by Corona with
lime.

What are some of your greatest
influences as a chef? It’s definitely
travel, the people you meet, and the
stories you hear along the way.
There’s quite a few recipes in my new
e-book that revolve around time I’ve
spent sailing in Central America,
when we’d go spearfishing directly
off the boat and cook it up ceviche
style, eating it super fresh. I took
that idea and put it in the book in a
more modern way.
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There have also been a number of
people who have inspired me to
become the kind of chef I am
today.
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Favourite fish dish? For me, it’s
an d au thor
about going to the fish markets
and bringing stuff home fresh. I love Japanese-style foods
and sashimi; there are so many flavours and it’s a really fresh, clean and vibrant food.

HOW THE MOST TALKED-ABOUT MAN IN AUSTRALIAN
RETAIL IS MAKING HARVEY NORMAN A GLOBAL BRAND

ISS Australia’s Chief Executive Officer Dane Hudson

Salmon wi th yuzu whi te soy dressing

This dish is super simple, fresh and brings
together some elements that you may only see
in a Japanese restaurant but are surprisingly
accessible and easy to manage at home. The
perfect starter to any dinner party, using the
freshest of fish, and highlighting how the acid
from the yuzu cuts perfectly through the
fattiness of the salmon.

Preparation time: 10 minutes

Futuris Automotive’s Managing Director Mark De Wit
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What does your new e-book contain, and how does it aim to infuse our
summer senses? My e book’s titled Hayden Cooks Summer and is one of a three-part
series. It’s based around recipes that I’ve come up with through experiences and travel,
and people I’ve met along my journey. I think to me that’s what food is all about:
creating nostalgia and memories that you may have had and sharing it with others
through food. The book is available at all e-book retailers.

Hayden’s salmon recipe

•

As featured in
The CEO Magazine

Makes: Enough for 4–6 as part of a shared
meal
Ingredients

600 g sashimi-grade salmon, skin removed and
pin boned
Yuzu dressing

Method

1 shallot, finely sliced
1 cm (5 g) knob ginger, grated
½ teaspoon fresh wasabi
3 tablespoons white soy
2½ tablespoons yuzu juice
1½ teaspoon sugar
1 teaspoon sesame oil
1 teaspoon olive oil

1. Slice salmon widthways as thinly as you
possibly can, transferring onto a large, round
serving plate. Arrange the salmon in
concentric circles so that it looks like a flower.

Garnish

3. Dress the fish with 2–3 tablespoons of the
dressing, sprinkling over the puffed
amaranth, curly shallots and cresses.

1½ teaspoons puffed amaranth
1 shallot, sliced thinly, placed in
iced water to curl
Coriander cress
Purple basil cress

2. To make yuzu dressing, combine all
ingredients in a small bowl and allow to sit in
the fridge until needed.

Serve with Go-Shu daigino – Ultra Premium
Junmai saké
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Simon’s salmon recipe

Atlanti c salmon wi th du Puy lentil s,
saffron and cori ande r
This dish is a great one for dinner parties as all
of the components, aside from the fish itself, can
be prepared ahead of time.
For the lentils
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What are your greatest influences as a
chef? I would have to say Simon Hopkinson
at Bibendum. I was 21 when I moved to
London to cook, and Simon really opened my
eyes to ingredients and techniques that I had
never even heard of.
What is your favourite fish dish? One of
my favourites is John Dory with sauce vierge.
Sauce vierge is more like a salsa than a sauce,
and originates from the south of France.
Basically, it’s finely sliced shallots, garlic,
tomato concasse, extra-virgin olive oil, and
herbs such as basil, parsley, chervil and
tarragon. It’s not cooked, but marinaded
together at room temperature.
What is a quick fish dish that is tasty
and effective? I would recommend rare,
grilled salmon fillet – cook it on the barbecue
to avoid mess in the kitchen – and team it up
with a little salad of peas, chat potatoes,
smoked bacon and watercress. Serve it with a
minted mayonnaise (a mixture of good
bought mayo and a little mint sauce).
In what ways has your cooking been
influenced since moving to Australia,
and what English meal will you always
hold dear? My cooking has become a little
lighter, not using as much cream and butter,
which reflects the tastes of our clientele. I see
what we are doing at Chester White as the
evolution of the neighbourhood bistro – with
great quality food, generous hospitality, and a
timeless sense of style. Of course, it is also a
great place to bring clients and enjoy the
relaxed, professional atmosphere.
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150 g Puy lentils
½ a peeled brown onion
½ a peeled carrot
2 bay leaves
2 cloves garlic
2 shallots
½ a carrot
½ a leek, with the green parts removed
Wash the dry lentils well. Puy lentils are great
because they don’t need to be soaked ahead of
time and, unlike other varieties, they are less
likely to break up and disintegrate.
Place them into a medium pot with the onion,
bay, garlic and carrot, and cover generously
with cold water. Bring the lentils up to a very
gentle simmer and cook until tender. Try not to
boil the lentils.
Finely dice two shallots and the carrot and leek.
Aim to get your diced vegetables very fine so
they are the same size as a lentil. In a small
saucepan, gently sweat this down with a knob
of butter or a dash of olive oil. Don’t let these
colour up. When the shallots are translucent,
take off the heat and set aside.
For the veloute

2 finely sliced shallots
100 ml vermouth – I particularly like Noilly
Prat
100 ml fish stock
Pinch of saffron
200 ml thickened cream
½ teaspoon of coriander seed
½ teaspoon of cumin seed
¼ teaspoon of curry powder

Once the cream has reduced by half, whisk
in the spices, and add a pinch of salt.
Set aside.
For the salmon

Take the portioned and pin-boned salmon
out of the fridge a few minutes before
cooking. A good fishmonger will do the
filleting and pin-boning for you. Preheat your
oven to about 220 oC. Find your heaviest
frypan, get it hot – not smoking hot, but
definitely assertively hot – and grace it with
some good oil. Season the fish liberally with
sea salt and pepper, and very gently place it
skin side down in the pan. The skin will
probably stick to the pan at first. Don’t touch
it for a little while, and turn the heat down
just a bit. Have a close look at the skin. Once
it starts to crisp up, pop it in the oven. Out of
the oven, squeeze lemon onto it.

Tea - lixer
A treatise about the beauty and benefits
of simply combining leaves and water.

M

any people under-appreciate the value of tea. Owing to the
ubiquity of coffee in modern society, they neglect the benefits
of drinking tea simply because they don’t receive the same
caffeine kick coffee provides.

Tea is high in antioxidants that one would usually receive from eating fruits
and vegetables (two often-ignored food groups). Also, tea contains an amino
acid called L-theanine, which has shown in several studies to increase
alpha-wave activity in the brain. Alpha waves correspond to a relaxed-butalert mental state, and are believed to be an important part of selective
attention. L-theanine in tea produces a type of ‘mindful awareness’ that is
not evident in coffee, and avoids the common ‘coffee crash’ associated with
caffeine binging.

Serve this with an aromatic white wine, such
as Gewürztraminer.

While there is a wide variety of teas available, all true tea comes from
Camellia sinensis plants. This includes white, green, oolong, yellow, black and
Pu-erh teas.

Finely slice two more shallots and once again
sweat them down in a medium saucepan, add a
pinch of saffron (high quality), and then the
vermouth. Reduce the vermouth gently until it
reaches a syrup consistency and add the fish
stock. Reduce the remaining liquid by half and
add the cream. Bring the cream to a simmer
while you prepare the spices.
If you are using whole spices, toast them in a
pan until just a little bit of smoke comes off
them, and grind them finely in a mortar and
pestle or spice grinder. If you are using
pre-ground spices, still give them a quick flash
in a pan.

by Jay Garcia

When brewing loose-leaf tea, there are two important variables you must
consider when steeping: water temperature and steeping time. Bearing in
mind it is generally dependent on individual tastes, you can use the
following rough guide to tea types and recommended steeping variables.
Remember, loose leaf can be steeped multiple times as the flavour is
gradually extracted with each subsequent steep.
Tea

Water temperature

1st steep

2nd steep

3rd steep

4th steep

White

70 degrees C

1 min

1 min

1.5 min

1.75 min

Green

80 degrees C

1 min

1 min

1.5 min

1.75 min

Oolong

90 degrees C

30 sec

30 sec

45 sec

45 sec

Black

100 degrees C

1 min

1 min

1.5 min

1.5 min

Pu-erh

100 degrees C

30 sec

30 sec

45 sec

1 min

If bag teas are more your style (particularly
with black teas), then best leave it to the British
to lead the way. Research has shown they drink
165 million cups of tea per day (approximately
60.2 billion cups per year). It also showed that
the average Brit makes their first cup of tea at
the age of seven and a half years.
A team at the University of Northumbria’s
School of Life Sciences has discovered that your
average tea-bag brewed tea should sit for six
minutes before drinking, allowing the brew to
cool to 60 degrees C, the optimum temperature
for letting the flavour flood out.
After spending 180 hours of testing, with a
panel of volunteers consuming 285 cups, the
scientists concluded that the best method was to
add boiling water to a tea bag and leave for two
minutes. Then remove the bag, add milk, and
leave for six minutes until optimal temperature
is reached. The finished result is the perfect cup
of tea in true British brew stylings.
Tea has brought people together throughout
history and across nations. The ancient Chinese
took just as much pleasure from the process of
making tea as they did in its actual
consumption. It has various health benefits that
make other beverages shy in comparison. And
there are different kinds of teas to suit certain
palates.
So go on, brew yourself a cuppa.
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